REPORT ON MALARIA CASES IN MALAWI BY DISTRICT AS RECORDED IN 2018

Malaria Incidence Rate by District in 2018

The Graph above describes cases of Malaria in Malawi by district as recorded in 2018 study. In the Graph, red lines stand for districts that are so critical and urgent attention is required while the blue lines are described as mostly free.

Boarder Network WE operate in Rumphi District that is also facing high Malaria Incidence Rate as can be noted on the Graph above. The organization has specific interest with Jumbi community that has swampy areas that promote the breeding of Mosquitoes. Hence, the Project, “RUN MALARIA CONTROL PROGRAMS SURROUNDING RESERVES”, is submitted to people and organization of good will to support making life better for the people of Jumbi community. Indeed, the situation is pathetic as regards to the outbreak of Malaria in this community.
Boarder Network WE work with communities surrounding Nyika National Park and Vwaza Game Reserve in protecting Wildlife and Environment. These wildlife reserves have varities of beautiful wildlife and vegetation although the numbers are drastically reducing due to heavy poaching, careless cutting down of trees and wild bush fires. People who poach, cut trees and set these wild bush fires are the same who live in the surrounding communities.

Boarder Network WE through engagement of communities, outlines various menthoths of controlling poaching; careless cutting down of trees; and wild bush fires. The organisation believes that by encouraing participation programs with communities, the results would be positive as the communities would become part of controlling force. In due course, the organisation introduces some Projects in the communities that directly or indirectly benefit communities in order to woo their support. One os such Project is the “RUN MALARIA CONTROL PROGRAMS SURROUNDING RESERVES”, presented here for your support.

Will you please consider donating a little something towards saving someone’s life in Jumbi community through this Project.
BELOW ARE SOME WILD ANIMALS THAT BOARDER NETWORK WE IS HELPING TO PROTECT BY ENGAGING COMMUNITIES

ZEBRA
ANTELOPE

LEOPARD
ELEPHANT
BUFFALO
BELOW ARE SOME ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES THAT BOARDER NETWORK WE IS HELPING TO PROTECT BY ENGAGING COMMUNITIES

WILD BUSH FIRE
BUSH CLEARED FOR ONE-TIME FARMING
FIREWOOD FOR SALE

CHALCOAL FOR SALE
BARE GROUND WITH VERY FEW TREES